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M a tt M c G eeh an
Ma na ge me nt Trainee,
S a n A ntoni o, Texas
U.S . A rmy, Ca ptain, Engineer

JJ Donov a n
Profi t Ce nte r Ma na ge r,
H ous to n, Tex a s
U.S . Navy, S ubma ri ne O ffi ce r

Having no experience outside of the
military, I was anxious about what
I wanted to be when I “grew up.”
Alliance’s exposure to all the differ-

Ta k e i t fr om

ent fields only seemed to muddy

so me of ou r

exciting, but wasn’t sure if it would

the picture. I thought sales would be

former Alliance

Hajoca is a multinational privately

be a good fit. I liked operations, but
didn’t want to be pigeon holed into

tea mm a t e s

run company that believes in empowering strong leaders that possess

an office job. Management seemed

unquestionable integrity to run a

like the most natural transition from

business like it’s their own company.

my military experiences, but I feared

y o ur s h oe s n ot

You have the autonomy to build your

getting caught up in a large company.

to o l on g a g o.

own team, establish your own vision

Although I didn’t know what I wanted

and culture, and attack the market

to do, I knew the characteristics that

The y ’ v e fou n d a

as you best see fit. There is a strong

were important to me: autonomy,

ho m e a t H aj oca

support network, but you are the de-

financial security, and the opportu-

cision-maker. You also get to reap the

nity to impact the bottom line in a

a n d y ou c ou l d

rewards of running your business by

meaningful way. For me, Hajoca was
the perfect fit. The intensive train-

to o …

sharing in the profits, as well as shar
ing those profits with the members

ing program allows me to get a taste

of your team. To help you succeed in

of many different fields, including

this role, Hajoca has put together a

operations and sales. Far from be-

world-class Management Develop-

ing lost in a corporate ladder, I look

ment Program that will ensure you

forward to the opportunity to run my

have the hands-on experiences and

own business, with all the autonomy

bottom-up understanding of each

and financial security that comes

level of the business necessary to

with it. Hajoca was a great fit for me

succeed.

and I couldn’t be happier with my

who w e r e i n

decision to join the team.
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D av i d S i e ge r

T im othy H of f m a n
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M a n a geme n t Tra i n e e ,
Au s tin, Tex a s
U. S. Ar m y, Ca p t a i n , E n g i n e e r

Ma na ge me nt Tra i ne e ,
Ki lle e n, Tex a s
U.S. Army, Captain, Infantry Officer

Ma na ge me nt Trainee,
Conro e , Tex a s
A i r Fo rce , ICB M Of f icer

Find a company that will invest in your suc-

Like the military, the opportunity to join
the Hajoca team is not for everybody. If

When I was getting out of the military I

cess. Hajoca believes in the motto the profit

you are excited about the prospect of

was looking for a few key aspects in my

center manager is the hero. That belief leads

performance based compensation, an

future company: a genuine care for its

us to focus our time on finding and develop-

extensive training and leadership devel-

employees, autonomy, and the ability to

ing leaders, then allowing them the freedom

opment program, the opportunity to lead

be financially secure. Hajoca stood out

to lead as they see fit. The Hajoca training

a business, a culture that invests in and

as a company that focuses on people

program is a high cost for the company but

values people first, and a requirement

and building a team as well as a great

the entire focus is to train and develop you

to exceed expectations then you may be

opportunity to learn and lead my own

into a world class business leader. Hajoca

a good fit. I left the Alliance conference

business. The Management Training Pro-

invests a lot to guarantee you the best op-

with three follow up interviews, Hajoca

gram is designed to expose you to all of

portunity to succeed. Find a company that is

was my last. By the end of the interview

the key aspects of the business and will

attracting world class individuals. Hajoca’s

I knew this was the right place for me.

equip you with all of the tools, knowl-

hiring process is extremely thorough and

I was totally blown away by the quality

edge, and an excellent peer network

intentional. We know what we are looking

of the people, the culture, the values of

who are all willing to answer questions

for in leaders. In addition to hiring world

the organization, and the opportunity

and help each other out. This program is

class military leaders we also attract many

to be a leader. My affinity for Hajoca has

invaluable because it easily allows you

highly successful leaders from other indus-

only grown stronger from the moment

to transition from the military and work

tries. These are the types of leaders that

I joined the team. I have experienced

towards understanding the business

will guide you, develop you, and work with

their values in action and have grown

before being passed the keys. Hajoca is

you throughout your career. Find a company

substantially as a leader. I am constantly

a great fit for me and my family, and I am

that will allow you to make an impact. As a

challenged and am confident I made the

excited to be a part of this team.

profit center manager the only limit to your

right call joining the Hajoca team!

earning potential is you. Like many other
companies you will interview with if you
earn more money for the company, then
you make more money. Unlike the other opportunities at the hiring conference Hajoca’s
profit sharing plan allows the success of your
team to also create life changing financial
impacts on your team members. It has been
a great decision for me and my family.
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